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To review progress, recap on 
what was discussed in class 
and come up with concrete 
next-steps during class as 
well as for the following 
week. Also serves as a point 
of documentation.

REVIEW OBJECTIVES

TO BE DISCUSSED

Write down what you wish to ask / discuss at consultation today:

PERSONAL OBJECTIVE(S)

Write down what you hope to achieve / explore / do during class today:

DEVELOPMENT

Concept Write down your current progress + how you intend to take this forward:

Methodology Write down your current progress + how you intend to take this forward:

CONSULTATION NOTES

NEXT STEP(S)
List down your actionable next step(s) and/or new reference(s) / research area(s) for this week after consultation:
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WEEKLY REVIEW

*Please remember to upload your weekly progress onto NTULearn by Sunday of the same week 23:59

Write down point(s) of discussion during consultation:

Widad


Widad
1.  The first 'column' of equations could follow one colour theory- the monochrome harmony. And the second 'column' could follow a more bold colour theory. The third 'column' after the equal sign can be the amalgamation of both colour theories?
2. Keeping with that theme, the first column can all be hand drawn and the second column can be entirely digital. The third column is the most abstract with a mix of both- maybe the hand drawn stuff are scanned and manipulated.?
3. For the last equation, I could have it covered and to reveal it at the end. The composition can be entirely ambiguous and abstract to reflect my confusion and uncertainty of my future.

Widad
1. Start sketching out compositions and think about which mediums I want to use.
 (Previous: Watercolour, Pen, Pencil, Colour pencils, Paper cuttings)
 (New: Acrylic paint, charcoal, ink)
2. Research on Pollock- his abstract style.
3. How to incorporate my 'multipotentialite' personality into my future?


Widad


Widad


Widad
1. The difference between 'a better me' and 'an ideal me'
2. Discuss my concept and my layout


Widad
1. To solidify and run my concept by Joy.


Widad
1. Current progress: I already started the ball rolling with my visual journal!
2. Next steps? Start experimenting with the mediums, especially watercolour and maybe digital painting? Digital painting sounds scary! Also, start creating works inspired by reference artists to just play around.

Widad
1. Current progress: I already have my concept and layout planned out. Very strong relationship between both.
2. Next steps? To lock my concept down with the micro perspective. Start compiling others' POV of me.

Widad



